THE TETRAD CLOCK
COUNTDOWN TO THE LAST HARVEST

The purpose of this illustration is to layout astronomically the 4 total lunar eclipses that make up the Tetrad of 2014-15 based on the 4 Watches of the Jewish night 12 hourly
count of time. The chart seeks to show the possible patterns of just how the 4 lunar eclipses or Tetrad are juxtaposed to the Jewish year count. The Tetrad Clock is based on
the Creator’s time schedule of 12 months reflecting the 12 hours of the night. Why this could be prophetically significant is that the 4 months that Jesus referenced to the end
of a harvest is perhaps prophetic code for a countdown to when the ‘harvesting of the Bride’ is to take place; perhaps as a prelude in a future year that will have similar
celestial signs corresponding the 4th Watch. The point is that no year in the near future has such a convergence of signs as what has been occurring since 2010.
Yom Kippur on September 23, 2015 thus will correspond to when the Jubilee is to be proclaimed based on the completion of the 49th year since the Temple Mount was liberated in
Jerusalem. Yom Kippur is the time of the unveiling when Mankind can approach the presence of YHVH face to face and it occurs exactly on Fall Equinox. Then Sukkot on September 28,
2015 will have the final 4th Blood Moon that is a Super Moon and concludes in the end of the years’ harvests. In similar fashion perhaps the culminating 50th year to start in 5776-5777 will
see the dawn of a new light in Heaven for the Bride as her commission comes to a conclusion at the of this prophetic 4 th Watch of Church history as the New Dawn or Order begins for the
AntiChrist system. Why this Tetrad Clock is construed is because since Pentecost, there are 4 months remaining until the Fall harvests concluding on Sukkot. One observation of the 4
Watches of the night illustration is that all but the 4th Watch has some form of a Holy Feast of YHVH. These 4 Blood Moons also correspond to the Solstices and the Equinoxes of the
general year. What this pattern suggests is that the 4th Watch that corresponds to the 4th Blood Moon is the final one that happens to emphasize several layers of prophetic fulfillment.

From 2014 start of Tetrad to last
Blood Moon of Tetrad
or the 4th Watch
In each of these Holy Convocations of YHVH,
the rehearsals depict a facet of the Rapture
of the Groom Jesus and the Bride. This study
will focus on Sukkot as an alternative timing
and possible sequence related to the Rapture
that may not have been seen before. The
emphases will be on the 4 month
countdown because the last harvest
concludes on Sukkot. It is the time of
the in-gathering of the last harvest
and the ceasing of the labor of the
workmen in the fields and vineyards.
Thus this study strongly suggests
that the 4 month harvest countdown
from June 1, 2015 concluding with
the Feast of Sukkot could be related to the
fulfilment of the Rapture is some way by then.
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the divisions of the 7 segments of time
reflecting the 7 days of the Creation Week
and the 7 Convocations or
‘Rehearsals’ of YHVH. This
study suggests that the
Tetrad is in fact a sort of
countdown to the ‘end
gathering’ of the yearly
agricultural harvest cycle to
conclude on Sukkot.
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The emphasis of this study
and illustration will be on the 4th Watch as
that is the darkest time just before the
break of dawn, a new day of
light. This 4th Watch is to be taken
thus as a metaphor of what is to
come, the true and false type,
Christ’s and the AntiChrist’s.
It is suggested that in
terms of the Church
history and the Bride of
Christ, this time in these
Passover
Last Days have been the
darkest since Pentecost
Apr 4, 2015
50 days after Jesus’
resurrection.
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The Tetrad Clock timelines are only
suggesting the possible prophetic and
Biblical countdown to the Harvest, which is
the Rapture that in turn will lead to the
revealing of the AntiChrist, the start
of the Tribulation, and the 3rd
Temple by some estimation. The
duality of this alleged prophetic
countdown is striking. The LuPassover
ciferians are also looking forward
Apr 14, 2014
to their new day, their ‘New
Dawn’ much as the Bride of
Christ is too.
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The true Light of the World,
Jesus will bring light and
light and immortality at the
point of the gathering up of
the harvest of the Bride. So
too Lucifer, the false dark
light, aka ‘Light Bearer’, will
sell wholesale his coming
‘New Dawn’ to the world
which will eventually turn to
darkness, enslavement, blood and carnage.
When the 4th and final Blood Moon is
synchronized with the final 4th Watch, the
time corresponds to Rosh HaShanah.
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This study is not
insinuating that the
Rapture will occur
on or by Sukkot
2015 but that
based on the 4 month countdown syncs to
the Tetrad Clock, it is a high watch time.
From the time of Pentecost, the harvest type
is specifically associated with a Gentile
element that was to be included in the
‘harvest’ of the LORD at some point in time
in the future.
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American Pharaoh won the Triple Crown foreshadowing the rise of
the AntiChrist along with the False Prophet and the 4 Horseman of
the Apocalypse on June 6, ‘15 = 6-6-6 code.

Sep 28, 2015
Super Moon

Jesus said to them, "My food is to do the will of Him who sent Me and to accomplish His work. "Do you not say,

'There are yet 4 months, and then comes the Harvest'?

Behold, I say to you, lift up your eyes and look on the fields, that they are white for harvest. Already he who reaps is receiving wages and is gathering fruit for life eternal; so that he
who sows and he who reaps may rejoice together... -John 4:34-36
Will this year’s rehearsal be the real one as the LORD gathers His Bride? As Sukkot lasts 7 days, will it correspond finally with the prophetic 7 year duration
alluded to by the Prophet Daniel as the Bride is safe and secured in the Chamber Booths Jesus went to His Father’s House to build?
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THE CONVERGENCE OF EVENTS
Has the prophetic ‘day’ of the last harvest finally come and the Bride ceases from her labor in the vineyard and field as
she is gathered in, gathered up literally? The last hour just before the break of dawn will be the 11th hour. This hour is
often referred to and referenced as the last moment of salvation or decision to be made before ‘time’ runs out. This 4th
watch culmination leading up to the 12 hour or 1st hour of day break where light is seen corresponds to Rosh HaShanah
on the 7 fold Holy Feast days superimposed time schedule within the Tetrad Clock. In the Fall of 2015, on September
13, the ‘Year of Light’ will commence, 5776. This 2 day Holy Feast of the blowing of the Shofars is in approximate phi
ratio to Yom Kippur which is the 49th years (7 x 7 Sabbaths of time) from 1967 when Old Jerusalem and the Temple
Mount was liberated from the Muslims by the Jews.
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In Acts 2 the prophecy of Joel 2, alluded to by the Apostle Peter was fulfilled on Pentecost and that the harvest of the Gentiles i.e., to be comprised of the witness of the New Man in Christ, both Jew
and Gentile began with inferences to celestial solar and lunar eclipses; perhaps it will also at its end. The Tetrad Clock and 4 month countdown to Sukkot on Sep 28, 2015 perhaps signals the end of
the prophetic year’s harvest cycles of the witness of the Bride during the Church Age. As then, now the transference of the labor of Jesus’ testimony continues but back to Israel. The giving of the Holy
Spirit that descended on the 120 Believers gathered in the Upper Room was given to Christ’s Witnesses as it will be given to the 144,000 to be anointed to witness in the Tribulation as the First Fruits
of the Bride. After the in-gathering of the Bride, the 144,000 Anointed will be the First Fruits of those saved during Daniel’s last prophetic week of years. Back then during Pentecost, the Disciples
witnessed to Israel during the Feast as Jews from around the world had gathered in Jerusalem. Perhaps a similar time of transference of Yeshua’s witness to Israel is about to commence based on
the patterns of the Tetrad Clock and 4th Watch of this present dark and evil time. It will be also accompanied by power and glory as the Bride is gathered up to be empowered and glorified at last.
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The point is that the remaining types of harvests are specifically and
precisely accompanied by celestial signs in the Sun, Moon and the Stars
as it was in Pentecost by way of Joel’s account in some prophetic way,
literal way or perhaps both. Could this be signaling the end of the Church
harvest as the Tetrad, Jubilee and correlating times converge and the
new dawn of the Year of Light comes upon the Earth, 5776?

